Press release
Flexible control unit with smart operation - the PowerController V2 Casambi
from Lumitronix
With its PowerController V2 Casambi, the German LED company Lumitronix is placing another variant
of its flexible and versatile control unit on the market, which opens up new possibilities for luminaire
manufacturers, especially in terms of operability. "Thanks to the integrated Casambi module, the
compact control unit is able to individually adjust connected LED modules via an app." reports
Christian Hoffmann, CEO of the Hechingen-based company.
Four output channels offer a wide variety of connection scenarios. Thus, four monochrome LED
modules can be controlled in exactly the same way as e.g. Tunable White or RGBW versions. "The
Casambi module transmits the signals from the Casambi app, free of charge for both iOS and Android
devices, directly to the connected light sources via Bluetooth." Hoffmann continues. Another aspect
that distinguishes the PowerController V2 Casambi from other control devices is its slim format.
Measuring only 99 x 29 x 13 mm, it can be installed in almost any type of luminaire.
With the Casambi version of the PowerController V2 from Lumitronix, luminaire manufacturers obtain
a powerful, flexible and intelligently operable Plug&Play control unit which is suitable for a very large
number of luminaire types due to its minimal size and gives companies in the lighting industry a great
deal of freedom when planning new models.
About Lumitronix
Lumitronix has been one of the leading specialists for LEDs and LED products for many years. As a
competent partner for the industry, Lumitronix possesses extensive application knowledge from
numerous industries. The Swabian company based in Hechingen has ISO 9001 certification and is
also an official distributor of market-leading manufacturers of LED technology. Lumitronix does not
only deal with the distribution of LED products, but also develops and manufactures in-house
according to customer-specific requirements. Quality Made in Germany.
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